A NOVEL FORWARDING POLICY
UNDER CLOUD RADIO ACCESS
NETWORK WITH MOBILE EDGE
COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE

ABSTRACT


”Latency” is one of the most critical key words in future mobile
networks. To satisfy low-latency requirements, CRAN with MEC
architecture seems to be able to achieve the goal.



Cloud radio access network (C-RAN) combined with Multi
access/mobile edge computing (MEC) seems to be one of the most
feasible new RAN architectures to fulfill the requirement.



With the assistance of MEC, the computing resource could be

allocated more efficiently.

CONTINUE


In this paper, firstly the advantage of generalized-processor-sharing
model (GPS) compared with firstin-first-out (FIFO) and processor-

sharing (PS) are discussed in order to figure out the practical
queueing behavior in MEC system.


Next, the relationship between theoretical traffic intensity factor and
realistic system CPU utilization condition is correlated.



Finally, based on the discussion, a two threshold forwarding policy
(TTFP) algorithm is proposed to dynamically arrange the data traffic
according to current system traffic states.

EXISTING SYSTEM


Nowadays, dozens of low-latency required application are emerging,
traditional mobile network architecture would not be able to support such
applications anymore in the future.



The proliferation of mobile data traffic especially video and voice streaming
has been anticipated to be dramatic and unprecedented in the future.



To accommodate such large traffic loads, deploying much more small cells
seems to be a intuitive way to increase the system capacity.

CONTINUE


However, such implementation may increase nor only capital
expenditure but also operating expense to operators.



How to reduce the network deploying and operating costs when

meeting the data traffic demands is a critical issue.

PROPOSED SYSTEM


In this paper, firstly the advantage of generalized-processor-sharing
model (GPS) compared with firstin-first-out (FIFO) and processor-

sharing (PS) are discussed in order to figure out the practical
queueing behavior in MEC system.


Next, the relationship between theoretical traffic intensity factor and
realistic system CPU utilization condition is correlated.



Finally, based on the discussion, a two threshold forwarding policy
(TTFP) algorithm is proposed to dynamically arrange the data traffic
according to current system traffic states.

CONTINUE


The function of baseband processing is that the system would
decrypt a packet first before computing, some information would be

revealed in this stage, such as application intention, routing path and
priority .


The end devices forwarding a large amount of data traffic
to the MEC platform, the packets might experience larger
processing and queueing delay, which may fail the

lowlatency requirement.


Thus, designing a data forwarding policy to optimize and
reconcile the volume of the traffic computed in the MEC

node is necessary.

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS


Processor

-

Pentium –III



Speed

-

1.1 Ghz



RAM

-

256 MB(min)



Hard Disk

- 20 GB



Floppy Drive

-

1.44 MB



Key Board

-

Standard Windows Keyboard



Mouse

- Two or Three Button Mouse



Monitor

-

SVGA

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS


Operating System

: Windows 8



Front End

:



Database

: Mysql/HEIDISQL

Java /DOTNET

CONCLUSION


In general purpose processor(GPP) platform, the MEC system could
handle not only baseband processing but also data computing, which

makes the utilization of computing resource more efficient.


In this paper, the relationship between system traffic intensity and
CPU utilization is certified, and the merits of generalized-processorsharing model(GPS) model is also presented.



After discussing, GPS system is more appropriate to be the reality
compared

model

sharing(PS) model.

than

firstin-first-out(FIFO)

and

processor-

CONTINUE


In this paper, Two-Thresholds Forwarding Policy(TTFP) algorithm
is proposed to dynamically arrange the data

of applications

according to the current system state. According to the result in

algorithm simulation, implementing TTFP could fulfil the latency
requirement of delay sensitive APPs as possible.
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